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Abstract 

This paper discusses an integrated approach for water resource management to imprcve rL:cal livelihoods in the 
East India Plateau. This has involved liriking hydrological, agronomic and socia: aspects to 1nc~ease access to 
water, improve water use efficiency and develop capacity v..1ithi11 the villages for Oeti:er dec:s;on :--.aking regarding 
use of the available resources. To this erd, t::e iescerc~ e::::::::: _ __,_ -·::: 1etory, ac:io.1-lea~ni:1g approach, with 
villagers joining in developing researcr. qu2s11cr.s. e.-<ec..;: ... s '° -g ceta ar.d sharing in their 
interpretation, as well as pla'lning 1nten.12nt:c~ '.Nc;r.z :::s.s·;. -
early dry season. The focus of this paper ~son tr:e integre:.c~ ::: 
ment, with particular emphasis on the social issues. This .. ~'--"-

village watershed committees, and specific efforts to engage :. ::::--:.· s 
ties. The result has been an improved capacity withir: ;:r.e c.;.- 0 

improved self-perceptions as farmers (especially warner). be-:-:s. _ 
any constraints (e.g. soil fertility) and knowledge of hov..1 :::: ·-.s-s~--

a better understanding of the social capaci:::ies within ;:he' .s~o; 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Government of India has accorded high priority to ::ic2g:·: .. ~·· 

key strategy for poverty reduction and improved naturo.. ·c~" 

conducted by different agencies on \vatershed managen1en;: :--:. .. 
ground \Vatcr availability after implementation of Lh-c _::::::::~-

1997; Gaur et al. 1998, Sikka 20GCt These pro;cc:s :;:,;
augment irrigated area and cro;::;'·-,d i:;;::::-:siz,- as ,,_-2,_ ·~' 

resources Ooshi et al. 2005). \\later l"s.:':2sti::",g ;"'\\.'H; p:c:~

abiliiy of \Vater resources and re::'.uc<: t;12 :::s:.:: associa-c;:;c 

agricultural development and livelihood irr.provcment. 
Accurate assessment of \\'ater resources is crucially imp:=:--,_ 
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improve understanding of the constraints and opportunitit_, t 

et al. 2010). 
offers to !armers (Comish 

The region 

The East Indian Plateau (EIP) comprises muc:~ •-·- ... ~ ., . .;;,IC of ~harkhanc' 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The landscape is mos~-_, ..::· __ Jiating. v. --~drainage 

comprising lov.rlands ('bohal') \Vhich rise to loca: __ ::;;ands {'tar~ ,\ith relief. 

gically, uplands are recharge areas whilst lov:::c:-. ..:~ are local c: .o:.:ilarge areas 
shallO\V ground-water. The narrow band of rr::;_ ..:;ri lowla::::o 'kanali') betc 
area in wetter }rears only. Bohal has been cro::: ::;~-~- centuries, but 

land upslope has been terraced and bundcd ;::,2'. ··- .:: create medium u 
The region is said to have 'high potential'""·:;> _of 1,200-1,600 mn~ 

'low productivity' because soils are acid and i:-.~::. J\V v.rater holding cc. 
and sometimes long dry spells v.-·ithln the mons=i:::-.. -.-: ___ :; _s little irrigation infr: 
soil erosion, terraced mono-cropped paddy lands a:--.d 3:....csistence agriculture. 
season (rabi) is lin1ited by the lack of irrigation resources, \vhich are generally r _ 
ers, and uncontrolled grazing. L'plands are dcgradcd a:1d make little contribut:_ 

The main crop is rainfed rice, and generally vc::; s:::all areas c.
0 

pulses, oilse:. 
is noi,v grown on medium uplands using Iov;:3:-:::'. v~.:-~e:ies. Whe1·2 rabi crops:;_ 

areas of fully i'."rigated crops of rice, ':2g2:0.:.cs, ·:,:--. .:~'-·pulses and oilseeds. 
ation, and the use of fertiliser and ~(-,c:· '.:1;;'-"::; :s ::,;:.:nerally lo\v. The use 
the extreme risk-aversion of these ;:;:=icr £a:-::1c:s, ccmbined v.·it:'1 the inher~ 
this area with variable climate anC: :itc:c irrigation. 

The problem 

Yields arc generally lo\v (rice <2 t/ha, pulses <0.6 t/ha) sho\\-ing little i2~

unlikc the irrigated regions of India. Despite high rainfall, the single rice 
drought. Agricultural dcvclopn1cnt in the region lags behind the resl v. 

three contributi:-:;g factors: the lo.c:..:: :~· '.:Tigation infrastructure that fueiled 

where; the area, \vhich has c ~ribal population. v,.·as not until rece 
development by the Governrr::::. · :::.C: because the rural poor are so risl<:
in the inputs associated with dO'·,-, ";;;:11ent. 1'here is a high dependency oL 
grams which have mixed succes.~ and in the long-tenn are not sustainabie 

Gender bias in watershed development (WSD) is another problem nee::. 
programmes tend to be primarily land-based and landowner focused, c__ 

given the control of land-o\vnership in India, and does not take 

women play in management of natural resources (Arya 2007). The 
land and water development activities and agriculture, they rare!:.· 
recognised as farmers; the ter-'l ·(::n1er' is usually treated as masc·"-

Quite apart fro1n these s0c;~,-c::, :-_,Jmic factors, poor farmers app~. 
to rainfed transplanted (lo>vls., :. .-::::c, which appears to be a risky 
uplands. Identifying the constra:c-~.;. :v rice and exploring alternativE:~ 

The opportunity 

WH has the potential to make local v.rater resources available, rec. 
investment in improved technology and possibly creating the oppo-
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rice, and setting some of the poorest people in India on the path to development. The high rainfall, yet 
low cropping intensity and periodic dry· periods in the monsoon. together point to significant oppor
tunities to improve the livelihoods of poor villagers through VlSD. These oppo11:unities need to be 
better understood and appropriate technology developed to capture them. To assess ihe constraints, 
risks and opportunities offered by rainfall, we used a \Yater bala.i1cc 1nodel plus extensive soil surveys 
to assess soil resources. 

The key to food security is not to bring more marginal land into cultivation, but to improve pro
ductivity from existing areas of cultivation. \\lith yields of rice and pulses being \Veil beloi.v the 
potential for monsoon (kharif) crops, it is clear there is also huge potential to improve livelihoods 
through more efficient use of water, but this requires the risk of investment in inputs to be reduced. 
Access to water can do this. 

WSD in India has been largely restricted until now to the semi arid tropics, although the '\fGO 
PRADAN has successfully trialled \.\'H in Jharkhand and West Bengal (Purulia District). At the 
time the research reported here commenced, \VH design principles and \Vcll-uocumented demon
strations of success \Vere needed for the EIP region. In addition to this, options needed to be 
developed for the most efficient and effective use of harvested water .. Also, it is imponant that any 
out~of-catchmcnt impacts resulting from scaling-up be evaluated. 

METHODS 

The adopted approach in this study has been highly participatory and folloi.vec: a"' action learning 
approach. An underlying principle has been that participation has been 'Interactive participation' 
(Pretty 1995), in \Vhich 'people participate in joint analysis, development of action plans, and for
mation or strengthening of local institutions'. As a principle, we have .seen participation a.s a right, 
not just the means to achieve project goals. As Pretty considered, the process has involved interdisci
plinary methodologies that sought multiple perspectives and made use of systcn1ic and structured 
learning processes. Villagers have participated throughout the recurring action learning cycle (Plan, 
Do, Observe, Reflect) which guided the overall project as well as most activities. 

The project has the 5 research themes: Resource assessment; Developing social :.:apacity: Improving 
farmers agronomic knowledge and skill (human capacity); and Deveioping crop options and farming 
systems. The purpose of this is improved water resource managemen1. throug;1 integration of h:y·drolo
gical, agronomic and social kno\vledge. Developing social and humar. capacity \Vas achieved through: 
engaging villagers in all activities (developing research questions, choosing sites for and conducting 
experiments, collecting data, sharing risks as well as benefits, designing project activ:ties), conducting 
workshops (action learning activities) to improve knowledge of fertilisers, crop options and \\'eed con
trol; field \\7alks and exposure visits; starting a 'learning cluster' in Pogro to :earn i1ow to facilitate the 
change to improved access to water; forming and supporting \\'Oincn's self help groups (SHGs); and 
gender studies (including group meetings and surveys). 

Research Strategy 

Project activities have been located in two \\7atcrshcds (each given tDe name of the major village 
(Pogro and _i\magara) and in the wider Puntlia district. \.Vork in the .A.magara village \\-as focused 
on the intervention 'process' and technical aspects of crop management, crop choice and rabi crop 
irrigation strategies were researched. The Pogro study site \vas an implementation \\'atershed where 
an advanced approach to WSD was developed during a pre-intervention period (\tfarch 2006 -
December 2008) of initial baseline monitoring and hydrologic research, culminaiing in the develop
ment of an intervention plan \Vhich could be compared with the plan normally developed by 
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PR.ADAN. This \Vas follov,red by a post intervention period of monitoring (January 2009 to September 
2011). The Pogro 'Natershed has within it a hydrologically separate sub watershed used as a 'control', 
in which no interventions \Vere made after the initial monitoring period. 

Hydrology 

Measurements of the fluxes and storages of water 1vere used to develop models of catchment behav
iour at a hillslope scale, and the impact WSD work would have on catchment response. The models 
were used lo develop guidelines for improving the efficiency of VVSD projects (Croke et al. 2008). 

Agronomy and farming systems 

Water balance modelling supponed by extensive soi! water measurements was used to explore the 
agricultural opportunities and constraints related to rainfall. Detailed soil s~::ve~i/S \Vere carried out 
with farmers to assess soil chemical fertility and soil physical propenies related to the storage of 
water in the root zone and its availability to crops (Cornish et al. 2010). Participatory experiments 
investigated fertiliser responses and developed ne\\' crop options for farmers lo use at different 
times of the year, lo take advantage of new \.Vater resources made available b.Y \VH. These experiments 
were also designed to build agronomic knowledge and skills and build farmer's confidence. 

Gender issues 

The focus of this component of the project was on learning ho\v women can have a significant role in 
decision making around agriculture-based livelihoods. 'fhe approach involved conducting surveys and 
focus groups to determine the role women play in the village, and their perceptions of this role. 
Women's SHGs \.Vere established, and a village core commitlee (\'CCI fron1 members of the SHGs. 
The role of the SHGs is to provide the members training and support in :nanaging resources. The 
\.'CC meets \\'eekly to plan, manage and monitor the activities of the village. Effon \Vas made to 
engage and re-engage \\'On1en as farmers in training and planning activities. 

Monitoring and evaluation 

The effect of the project activities has been tracked at 3 different ievcls (O:.itput, outcome and impact) 
and used not only to assess project progress but also as a project managcrnent tool to ensure the pro
ject remains focused, responsive and effective. Monitoring and evaluation. (;'\i&E) activities helped 
individuals in self-reflection, to track the progress of the project as a \.vho~e, LO do rnid-i.erm corrections 
(as required) and also to design new interventions as per the need of the project. 

Results of all the agronomic trials have been discussed and analysed along \\ith staff and also with 
the farmers at least twice a year. The trial results and the analysis \Vere discussed and validated with 
the field level experiences of the farmers. This discussion also led to the learning on agronomic prac
tices. It also helped to take decisions on the kind of trials to be taken up ior the next time. This has 
been done after each season (kharif, rabi). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The risks and opportunities associated with rainfall 

Water balance modelling reveals that, because of rainfall variabiiity, transplanted rice in the medium 
uplands in most years will either be sown late, suffer periodic \.vater stress during the monsoon, or 

- . 
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suffer terminal water stress. This is because the medium uplands, co1npared \Vith the traditional rice 
land (the lo\vlands) do not benefit from runoff early in the monsoon, or seepage folloi,ving the mon
soon. Therefore the medium uplands are much more drought prone than [ov..-Iands. Low yields and 
frequent crop failures are inevitable, doing much to explain lo\\- yields and entrenched poverty in 
the region (Cornish et al. 2010) . 

.Monsoon rainfall greatly exceeds evaporation in all years, generating substantial runoff in most 
years (Croke et al. 2008), confirming WH has potential (Sikka et al. 2009). \VH in essence aims to 
convert some runoff io transpiration by (1) using structures to slo\v/detain runoff and retain more 
water in the landscape in the monsoon and (2) using it in situ for plantation crops; or captured in 
surface storages for 'rescue irrigation' if needed in the monsoon; or to recharge shallo\v groundwater 
for extraction do\\n-slope in structures located in seepage lines and used to irrigate rabi crops. It is 
important to increase recharge in order to sustainably 'harvest' seepage \'iater. 

Showers often precede the monsoon and are commonly used to prepare land for rice. They 
could be used to grow alternative early monsoon crops. Water at this time is uncertain but may 
be secured by controlling weeds after rice to conserve v.·ater left at the end of the monsoon in 
small areas designated for pre-monsoon cropping the next year. \\later may also be made more 

reliable by storing any runoff from the pre-monsoon rains in sn1all ponds for 'rescue irrigation' 
of early sown crops. 

Soil water remaining after rice may be used by rabi crops, but \!.'ith a perception that rabi crops 

need full irrigation, none are grown. The potentially available soil \\'ater at this time is high, often 
of the order of >200 mm. Strategics to use this 1.vater depend on planting shorter-duration rice var
ieties that create the opportunitf for a second crop and reduce the risk of crop failure in a short 
monsoon. Short duration is central to improved cropping systems in mediun: upland. There are 
high-yielding rice varieties available that mature before mid October, especially if direct-seeded 
early when rice nurseries are being prepared. Seepage -v.·atcr that is ''.-larvested· could be used to 
fully irrigate rabi crops, but a better strategy 1.vould be to supplementally irrigate crops to force 
them to use the residual water left by rice. In practice, coliaborating farmers have had difficulty 
establishing crops quickly enough after rice to not need irrigation for estab:ishmcnt. In any case, 
yields have generally been poor without at least some irrigation that makes P-Iertiliscr available, 
see below. 

Soil fertillty 

Selected surface properties (0-10 cm) for rice fields are reported in Table 1. 

Fertiliser experiments were also undertaken with kharif pulses and wheat and rnustard i;-i the rabi. 
Striking responses to P were found in rabi crops, presumably a~ a consequence of prior rice culture, as 
well as a dry soil surface in the rain-free rabi season. In most fields there is little or no yieid without 
P. As P-fertiliser use is low on the EIP, this may help explain v.·hy ±"armers w·ho hav-c tried rabi crops 
believe they \vill not grow, blaming lack of irrigation. P fertiliser and irrigation exp!ain almost half the 
yield variation of mustard. 

Table 1 ! soil fertility of rice f1elCs from 2 represe11tative s:te/year (Pogroi2086) 

Organic C (%) pH (water) p (Bray) (mg/kg)" Exch I( tmg/ki;l 
Land class Mean Range Mean Range Mean Rang~ Mean Range 

:Vfedium upland (baid) 0.61 Cl.30-1.38 5.5 4.7-6.7 fi.3 Trace-24.2 93 '!-253 

:Vledium Jov;land (kanal:) 0.64 0.42-1.03 6.0 5. 1-7.0 4.2 1.5-16.l 107 54-175 

Lo\\·land (bohal) 0.73 0.44-1.20 7.2 5.9-8.3 3.5 -· .-J.'1 79 44-124 

·'cr,t,::a: cunceot''.li'On -'vr owla:ic r"·:e ., , 6 > m,y\g, :-iost ot1er c·~ps 28 20 mg!kg 
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As v,rell as learning together about \Vater and fertiliser requirements, these experiments provided farm
ers \vi th hands-on learning about improved agronomy and crop options that arc ne\v to them although 
not new per se. These crops and their average yields in farmers' fields include: mustard (1.2 t/ha) and 
wheat (4 t/ha) in the rabi; and upland rice (4 t/ha) and pulses (being developed as cash crops not sub
sistence crops) in the kharif. Vegetables have been introduced as cash crops, but also to help us learn 
about ho\v to change villagers' self-perceptions and perceptions of their resources - farmers no\v say 
that previously disregarded uplands arc their best land as they can produce valuable cash crops, even 
if they are poor for rice. In addition, rice agronomy has improved and along with it crop yields, to the 
point \\'here farmers can consider crops other than lo\vland rice lo improve incomes. \Ve stress, ho\\'
ever, that such intensification of agriculture is not without risk, especially in variable climates, and 
farmers need to learn about these risks and ho\\-· to manage them, a future area for our research. 

The result has been an extraordinary change, documented in linear studies of crop intensity and 
diversity in project catchments, from monoculture rice to complex systems in \Vhich short-duration 
rice creates opportunities for rabi wheat and mustard, and vegetables gro\vn from the pre-monsoon 
period until April. Family case studies reveal improved food security, reduced forced migration, 
and modest cash income spent on schooling, medical care and discretionary items such as weddings 
and house improvements. 

1'he productivity of rice can be greatly increased i,vith proper attention to nutrition and plant pro
tection - many farmers in our study area TIO\.\' routinely achieve 6 t/ha regardless of land class, except 
in '·dry' years \Vhen baid crops suffer or even fail disastrously. Increased rice yields not only contribute 
in a major \Vay to improved livelihoods, but may also make it easier for farmers to experiment with 
new crop options. 

Gender Issues 

Imparting training specifically focused towards illiterate \Vomen has adva,1ceci then1 in the decision 
making hierarchy in Pogro and Damrughutu. The men and the \Von1en oi these viilages visited Ama
gara to observe the successful experiments and the role the SHG institutions played in streamlining 
the watershed activity. This encouraged the community to engage in SHG stre'lt,rthening and the 
VCC \Vas formed. The VCC comprises \\'omen representatives froll'. each SHG of a village, and 
meets \\'eekly to plan, manage and monitor the activities of the viliagc. _.; capacily building event 
\\-·as organised \\rith the VCC members. This event gave the illiterate \Vomen confidence to do 
proper planning and the motivation to implement the program effective]~' anci efficiently. There 
\\'as a mock session as to how to do the planning. As a result of lhis, the v;;omcn of the \ 7CC could 
engage 'Nith all the family members of each SHG, thus ensuring participatio:-i of the community. 
During January to June, 2009 the VCC oversaw the planning and implementation. including: con
struction of WH structures (e.g. seepage pits, runoff control Slructures): 10 ha mango plantation 
(2,500 trees); and degraded !and reclaimed through land levelling for ve:y poor farmers with small 
land holdings. The \Vork was undertaken in a very short time, \.\"ithin 20 \.veeks, and involved the 
VCC investing INR.1,475,330 ($US30736). This is a remarkable achievement giver' the background 
of the people concerned. 

Engaging in typically male-domain work like watershed implementation and successfully mana
ging the programme, increased the confidence and self esteem of the 1.vomcn. Subsequently, they 
were involved in agronomic research activities directly. The men accepted then1 joining and gradu
ally playing the key role, as they have experienced the quality of \.\·ork these \\·omen implement. The 
women \\'ere put into the forefront. Planning meetings for experiments \\'ere not held \.\'ithout these 
women. Women in their weekly VCC meetings generated the list of farmers to participate in the 
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research trials, took stock of the progress, discussed any problems and concerns, and with under
standing made out required solutions. They v .... ere equal panners \vith the men in grounding the 
trials and ensuring work execution \Vas timely. These \VOmen \Vere taken into designed field visits 
to the research trials, where they made their observations and analysed these jointly. Learning's 
from these activities were shared with all women through \veekly SHG meetings. At the end of 
trials, the learning's were shared with the villagers, \Vhere the presence of women in large numbers 
was integral. 

Develop guidelines for designing WSD intervention plans using models, monitoring (and a dose of 
common sense) 

Guidelines for the design ofWSD have been built based on models that represent the behaviour of the 
different structures, including the interactions between structures, coupled 1v;th basic understanding 
of hydrologic response. The guidelines are designed to assist the planner in deciding the type and 
arrangement of structures to be installed on a site ranging from a hillslope to a small catchment. 
This is achieved by understanding ho\\' the structures operate, \\'hat factors might limit their effective
ness as well as the likely limits to the volume of harvcstablc Tuater. 

\Vith all \VH structures, the trapping efficiency (fraction of retained water that can be successfully 
extracted) needs to be considered. Some \\rater will flow· through, around or under the structures 
depending on the local terrain, geology, etc ... This floTu· past the structure becomes available for 
doi.vnhill/dov,nstream users. The guidelines adopt a 20°/o trapping efficiency as a rough guide. 
Thus, if 150 mm of i.vater has been retained by the WSD struclurcs, the available \1;ater for irrigation 
is estimated at 30 mm. This limits the an1ount of land that can be irrigated. a:ld reduces the risk of 
running out of water, hence increasing security for the farmers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is no question that major improvements in livelihoods have been achieved. that extend to vil
lagers who have not participated in our experiments. This arises .t'rom improved rice yields, 
diversification to vegetables, the introduction of double or even criple croppi:'"lg '.ir.. the rabi). Such 
intensification is not Tu-ithout risks, hoTu·ever, thal farmers need to understand and manage. Engaging 
with women as farmers and introducing them tone\\' live!ihood-generatlor:: experiences \\'ith men has 
been effective in promoting more equal participation in decision-making and agr;cultural activities, 
and challenging in a positive way the cultural norms about roles of \.\-omen ;n triba: society. The find
ings contribute significantly to the global debate about the role of SH G's, supporLing the view that 
their role should be broadened to include improving agricultural acti>ities (not just 1nicro finance 
and women's issues such as health). In particular, the successful imple1ncnlation of tbe \Vatershed 
activity broke the prejudice that \\'Omen cannot play a decisio:J making role in la:id and \vater devel
opment programmes. 

On-farm research should be undertal<en using a rigorous action-learning approach in which par
ticipation is seen as a right, not just the means to achieve project goals. Professionals and farmers/ 
villagers should participate in joint development, implementation and analysis of action plans, and 
include formation/strengthening of local institutions. It will involve interdisciplinary methodologies 
that seek multiple perspectives and make use of systemic and structurea learning processes. That the 
purpose of such a participatory, action learning approach be taken up explicitly to help farmers to 
change perceptions of themselves, their resources and about agriculture as a source oi" livelihood. It 
is necessary to include rigorous evaluation that establishes, inter alia whether fundamental changes 
in self perception and perceptions about agriculture as a livelihood have occurred. Such work 
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should incorporate principles of social engagement including the core role of 1.vomen's SHGs, 
family-wise planning and implen1entation, and engaging \vith IN·omen as farmers, not merely as 
members of an SHG. 

It is important to reduce climate-production risk associated with late or false starts to the mon
soon and early recession of the monsoon by developing crop options and management tactics for 
responsive cropping. The concepts of sustainability and stability of agricultural systen1s need to be 
redefined, having regard to the paradox that increased system productivity requires increased 
crop water use and, as water use increases, so production must vary as it more closely follo\vs 
inter-annual variation in rainfall - stability must fall and risk increase. Further, increased variability 
in production will require a range of investment and production strategies to sustain livelihoods. 
There is a need to avoid excessive debt incurred through unrealistic expectations of ,_.,-hat WH 
and improved agronomy can deliver, especially \Vhere nevi technology is developed in a series of 
good years and climate variation has not been considered. In addition, ir1~;:i::oved management of 
soils is needed. There is also need for research on institutions, processes and tools that might be 
used to develop and manage a 'A'atershed management plan most effectively follo\\.-·ing intervention, 
to ensure equitable sharing of water and optimum utilisation of the total \Vater resource with low 
risk of over-exploitation. 
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